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We have been trading since 1868 and have earned an established 
reputation for quality and excellence within the fencing and decorative 
timber industry. 

We have strengthened and invested in our brand by introducing 19 new 
products, 3 complete garden collections and a refreshed colour palette 
for 2016. With complete fixings and accessories, Grange can help define 
any size and style of garden. 
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Understanding Characteristics of Timber.

It must be remembered that timber is a natural product and will be subject to 
movement and weathering as it seasons. It is not uncommon for small splits  
to occur (called shakes) in timber when drying, and for warping when timber  
is allowed to dry too rapidly. These will normally go back when humidity rises.  
This is nature at work and should not be considered as a fault. Acceptable  
limits are defined in the relevant British Standards. For further information  
on characteristics on timber, visit our website www.grangefen.co.uk/timber

Disclaimer

Grange cannot be held liable for any damages or injuries of any kind resulting 
from the incorrect use, assembly or siting of any of the products described in  
this brochure. Where supplied, any instructions and directives should be  
followed carefully.
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The FSC® logo identifies products which contain 
wood from well managed forests certified in 
accordance with the rules of the Forest Stewardship 
Council®.

All our products are FSC® certified unless 
otherwise stated.

Home Delivery “How To” Guides

Our Home Delivery Service now covers almost our 
entire range of products. Order online or in branch via 
a Grange stockist and receive your order within 8 days*. 
Look out for the Home Delivery icon throughout this 
brochure.

*Pre-painted items & the Contemporary Panel are 
subject to a 21 day delivery time.

•  Our “How To” guides to help with erecting fencing, 
building Arches & Arbours, fitting garden edging 
and other tasks.

Available on our website at www.grangefen.co.uk

Visit our  channel for product range videos.

= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
www.grangefen.co.uk
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Pre-Painted Range

M
adeley Dome Trellis in Dove Grey

*It should be noted that pre-painted products are 
available at an extra cost and an extended lead 
time, and that colours change their appearance in 
different lighting conditions.

• Grange boasts the biggest pre-painted colour range 
in the decorative timber industry.

• Four on-trend colours available: Heritage Blue 
(NEW), Dove Grey (NEW), Cornish Cream and  
Sage Green.

• Unique colouring system offers a longer life, up to 
five years with added protection against UVA.

• A free ‘touch-up’ pot is included with each order, 
which can be kept for future use.

• All pre-painted products are available on our home 
delivery service.

Look out for the paint brush  
symbol throughout the catalogue, 

which shows which items are 
available pre-painted

NEW NEW

Urban Garden Screen Planter (in Dove Grey)

Elite St. Meloir Panel in Sage Green

Carousel Pergola in Heritage Blue

Sage Green Cornish Cream Heritage Blue Dove Grey

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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Grange have introduced three new garden collections with 
complementing products to create a harmonised look suitable for any 
style of garden.

Garden Collections

Contemporary Collection
 3 Premium Look 

3 Modern Design 
3 Substantial Build

Urban Garden Pergola, Page 65

Urban Screen Planter, Page 44

Urban Arch, Page 53

Urban Garden Screen, Page 19

Urban Collection
 3 Clean Lines 

3 Progressive Style  
3 Sharp Appearance

Valencia Collection
 3 Continental Feel 

3 Timeless Classic  
3 Definitive Range

URBAN GARDEN 
COLLECTION

NEW

= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available

View our full product video  
on our YouTube channel!

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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Contemporary Fence Panel, Page 18

Contemporary Arbour, Page 57

Contemporary Arch, Page 53

Contemporary Planters, Page 43

Contemporary Gate, Page 77

Valencia Arch, Page 55

Valencia Arbour, Page 59

Valencia Corner Arbour, Page 59

Alderley Fan Trellis, Page 27

CONTEMPORARY  
GARDEN  
COLLECTION

NEW

= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available

View our full product video  
on our YouTube channel!

VALENCIA GARDEN  
COLLECTION
View our full product video  
on our YouTube channel!

NEW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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GRANGE LAP PANEL
A standard double framed overlap panel made from 
double waney edge slats dipped in golden brown colour 
treatment protecting the panel from wood rot and 
fungal decay. Matching gate available (see page 74).

60cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GL2

90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GL3

120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GL4

150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GL5

180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GL6

Traditional Fencing
Grange Lap Panel 

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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STANDARD  
FEATHEREDGE PANEL
A heavy duty panel made with 100mm featheredge 
boards and capping rail fixed to a sturdy frame. The 
Standard Featheredge Panel is dipped golden brown 
to protect the timber from wood rot. 

  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   SFEP3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   SFEP4

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   SFEP5

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   SFEP6

PROFESSIONAL LAP PANEL
With three battens and thicker framing than the 
standard panel, the Professional is a double framed lap 
panel available in three finishes; pressure treated green, 
dipped golden and dipped dark brown for protection 
against wood rot and fungal decay. 

Dark Brown
  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   WPL3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   WPL4

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   WPL5

  165cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   WPL56

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   WPL6

Golden Brown
  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)  GPL3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL4

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL5

  165cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL56

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL6

Pressure Treated Green
  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL3G

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL4G

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL5G

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   GPL6G

SUPAFENCE PANEL
Also featuring double waney edge slats, the larger 
dimensions on the framing and deeper counter rail 
make this Supafence the best lap panel around. Dipped 
golden brown to provide protection against wood rot. 

  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.7cm (d)   SF3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) 4.7cm (d)   SF4

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) 4.7cm (d)   SF5

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) 4.7cm (d)   SF6

PROFESSIONAL  
FEATHEREDGE PANEL
The Professional Featheredge Panel uses 125mm vertical 
featheredge boards and horizontal interlocking framing 
making this one of the strongest types of fencing. The 
pressure treated finish protects the panel against wood 
rot and ensures longevity in use. 

  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   FEP3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   FEP4

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   FEP5

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   FEP6

Professional Lap Panel in Goldwww.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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DOME FEATHEREDGE PANEL
This panel is made with 125mm boards, sturdy 
interlocking frame and domed top providing a beautiful 
run of fencing. Pressure treated green for a natural look 
and longevity in use. 

  170cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   DFE6

FEATHEREDGE CAPPING RAIL
Provides a neat top to the featheredge panel system

  183cm (h) x 5cm (w) x 25cm (l)   CAPNGFE

NOTCHED POST
Use the notched post in conjunction 
with Grange Featheredge Boards. 

240cm (h) x 12.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   NTP8G

3M ARRIS RAIL
Arris rails should be fitted to (and span between) 
the notched posts to allow the featheredge boards 
to be installed. Versatile and pre-treated ideal for 
fencing projects.

300cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (l)   AR10G

FEATHEREDGE BOARDS
Single featheredge boards and used to create a 
continuous run of fencing to suit an exact size, creating 
an illusion of a larger garden. Featheredge boards are 
pressure treated green to provide protection against 
wood rot. Boards can be used with an Arris rail to 
create full panels.  

180cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 2ex22   FE18G

180cm (h) x 12.5cm (w) x 2ex22   FE5X18G

180cm (h) x 15cm (w) x 2ex22   FE6X18G 

CLOSEBOARD PANEL
A vertical panel with a fresh new look. Re-engineered 
with fine sawn timber for a premium finish, this 
Closeboard Panel uses 100mm square edged boards and 
is pressure treated golden brown providing strength 
and longevity in use. Matching Closeboard Gate 
available (see Page 75).

  90cm (h) x 183cm (w)   CB3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w)   CB4

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w)   CB5

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w)   CB6

WESTON CLOSEBOARD PANEL
This robust panel uses 100mm wide featheredge 
boards and a flat top edge. Finished in dark brown 
colour treatment, this panel has a classic look as well 
as providing protection against wood rot. Two further 
finishes are available in pressure treated green and 
traditional golden brown. 

Dark Brown
  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB4

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB5

  165cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB56

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB6

Pressure Treated Green
  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB3GRN

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB4GRN 

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB5GRN

  165cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB56GRN

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB6GRN

Golden Brown
  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB3GLD

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB4GLD

  150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB5GLD

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   WCB6GLD

R
e -engineered and increased longevity

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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Decorative Fencing & Trellis
Elite St. Esprit Panel 90cm 

ELITE ST. MELOIR PANEL
The Elite St. Meloir Fence Panel offers a 
decorative design to suit many styles of 
garden settings. The horizontal timber slats 
and wave top lattice are planed, rounded 
and grooved and fixed into a strong rebated 
frame. This panel is also pressure treated 
providing protection and appearance 
retention with matching trellis (see page 28) 
and gates available (see page 76).

  90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTMLPAN09

  105cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTMLPAN11

    150cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTMLPAN15

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTMLPAN18

ELITE ST. ESPRIT PANEL
The Elite St. Esprit Panel offers a simplistic 
design with high levels of privacy. The 
strong horizontal slats are planed, rounded 
and grooved and are secured into a rebated 
frame. This square top panel delivers a 
contemporary look and is pressure treated 
to protect the timber for years to come. 

  90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ESMSQ09

  120cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ESMSQ12

  150cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ESMSQ15

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ESMSQ18

ELITE ST. MALO PANEL
The Elite St. Malo Fence Panel is made 
from sturdy horizontal slats and lattice top 
that features a quality planed, rounded 
and grooved timber finish. This panel is 
pressure treated offering protection against 
the elements and features a strong rebated 
frame for durability.

  120cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPM12

  150cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPM15

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPM18

ELITE ST. CARNE PANEL
An elegant panel with a classic domed 
top and contrasting straight cut slats that 
are planed, rounded and grooved for an 
extra decorative look. The timber slats 
are secured into a strong rebated frame 
and pressure treated green providing 
protection against wood rot and fungal 
decay. A matching gate is available to create 
a coordinated garden (see page 76).

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ESMDOME

Elite St. M
alo Panel

AS SEEN ON 
ITVs LOVE  
YOUR 
GARDEN!

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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URBAN GARDEN SCREEN 
This uniquely designed slatted garden screen is ideal 
for zoning off patio and decking areas. The screen 
complements the Urban Arch, Planter and Pergola with 
its clean and sharp appearance and its progressive style 
is synonymous to the Urban garden look. Each screen 
is pressure treated for protection against wood rot and 
fungal decay. 

  120cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   URBGS4 

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   URBGS6 

ELITE EYECATCHER PANEL
The Eyecatcher is a unique style of panel with a domed 
top and sturdy, planed horizontal slats that are secured 
into a strong rebated frame. This panel shows off a 
contrast between the horizontal slats and oval section 
with diamond trellis, both of which are pressure treated 
for protection against wood rot. 

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)    EEYE

ELITE ST. LUNAIRS PANEL
This Elite Panel features V-shaped chevron style slats 
and an arched top which creates a decorative run of 
fencing. The sturdy timber slats are planed, rounded and 
grooved for a superior finish and pressure treated for a 
natural look and protection against wood rot. 

  90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPL09

  120cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPL12 

    150cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPL15

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPL

CONTEMPORARY PANEL 
Introducing a heavyweight fence panel that combines 
a contemporary design with strength; making this the 
perfect fence for the modern garden. This substantial 
pressure treated panel is double sided and uses 
horizontal boards offering maximum privacy. Matching 
contemporary garden structures and planters are 
available to create a harmonised collection within the 
garden (see pages 27, 43, 53, 57 and 77).

180cm (h) x 179cm (w) x 4.3cm (d)   CONPAN6

ADJUSTABLE SLAT  
GARDEN SCREEN 
Add a personal touch to your garden with this adjustable 
screen. Use with slats open, or tilt slats to create privacy 
and allow for sunlight to reflect in different directions 
around your garden. This screen is ideal for zoning off an 
eating or patio area, fully framed and pressure treated to 
provide longevity in use.

  180cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 8cm (d)   ASGS 

LOUVRE PANEL
The Louvre Panel is an extremely strong and distinctive 
panel that can be used as a sunscreen on a pergola or for 
creating a run of fencing. Its slanted wooden slats create 
differing light patterns in the garden. This distinctive 
panel is pressure treated and provides protection from 
wood rot and longevity in use. 

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 5.9cm (d)   LOUV18

Urban Garden Screen

NEW

NEW

AS SEEN ON 
ITVs LOVE  
YOUR 
GARDEN!

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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ELITE PROFILED PICKET FENCE
The Elite Profiled Picket Fence has a profiled finish; perfect for creating a 
premium look on a classic design. Use this fence to mark out boundaries 
in the front or back garden. Pressure treated to provide protection against 
wood rot. A matching profiled gate is also available to create a coordinated 
border for your garden (see page 73).

  100cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPROFEN

ELITE PALISADE PANEL
This small panel is perfect for marking out boundaries. With its profiled 
finish, the Elite Palisade Panel is manufactured using smooth planed timbers 
that are pressure treated for protection against wood rot. A matching Elite 
Palisade Gate is also available, see page 73.

  90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEP91

GAWSWORTH PANEL
The Gawsworth is a strong and sturdy picket style panel made from pressure 
treated timber and is ideal for dividing areas of your garden or using on fencing 
boundaries. The modern, planed timber design will accentuate the beauty of 
the garden when used with the matching Gawsworth Gate, page 74.

  90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   GAWS18

Profiling on Fence

Profiled picket fencing 

ROUND TOP PALISADE PANEL
The Round Top Palisade Panel is ideal for constructing a new fence run or 
repairing an existing one, making your garden a private space to relax in. 
Its durable planed timber construction has been pressure treated to offer 
protection for longevity in use. A matching gate is also available on page 73.

90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   RTP09

120cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   RTP12

PALISADE TULIP PANEL
Manufactured from finely sawn timber, the tulip offers a stylish but modest 
design of fencing for your garden or parameter. This panel is available pressure 
treated; golden brown and weston dark brown, both of which protect the 
timber from wood rot and fungal decay. It is recommended to use the Tulip 
Mortised Posts (see page 73), and matching gate on page 73.

  90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 3.4cm (d)   PALTUL3

  90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 3.4cm (d)   WPALTUL3

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

NEW

AS SEEN ON 
ITVs LOVE  
YOUR 
GARDEN!

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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Heavy Duty Trellis

HEAVY DUTY TRELLIS
Improved Heavy Duty Trellis. This robust frame is ideal 
for supporting climbing plants. The fine sawn timber 
provides a smooth, superior finish and the pressure 
treated golden brown protects the trellis against wood 
rot and fungal decay. This trellis is also available dipped 
in dark brown colour treatment. 

Golden Brown
  30cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   HDT1

  61cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   HTD2

  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   HDT3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   HDT4

  151cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   HDT5

  181cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   HDT6

Dark Brown
  30cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   WHDT1

  61cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   WHDT2

  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   WHDT3

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w)x 3.2cm (d)   WHDT4

  151cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   WHDT5

  181cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   WHDT6

TRADITIONAL SQUARE TRELLIS 
This traditional trellis is perfect for mounting on walls 
or fences to support climbing plants. Constructed from 
fine sawn, pressure treated timber to ensure longevity 
in use.

  32cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   TST1G

  61cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   TST2G

  90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   TST3G

  183cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   TST6G

Heavy Duty Trellis

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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BOW TOP TRELLIS 
DOME TOP TRELLIS
This fine sawn, heavy duty trellis is ideal for using in 
conjunction with fencing and pergolas. Pressure treated 
in golden brown colour treatment the combination of 
the bow and 2ft dome can create a wave effect when 
used alternatively with fence panels, whereas the larger 
dome sizes can be great as garden screens or plant 
supports against exterior walls.

Bow Top Trellis
  57cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   BT1110

Dome Top Trellis
  178cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   DTT510

  86cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   DTT210

  57cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   DTT110

Bow & Dome Trellis

HEAVY DUTY FAN TRELLIS
This fan shape trellis allows plants to be supported 
in a more interesting and natural shape with a new 
and improved, fine sawn timber finish. This trellis is 
dipped in golden brown treatment for protection 
against wood rot and decay. 

  180cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 3cm (d)   HDFAN

  109.7cm (h) x 61cm (w) x 3cm (d)   HDFANM4

SQUARE BADMINTON TRELLIS
A fine mesh square style, heavy duty trellis that is 
great as a fence top, privacy screen or for supporting 
climbing plants. The Badminton Trellis is manufactured 
from fine sawn timber that provides a smooth and 
exceptional finish and is available pressure treated 
golden brown for longevity in use.

  120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3cm (d)   BADSQU

  61cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 3cm (d)   BADSQ61

SQUARE  
HIGHGROVE TRELLIS
The lattice style trellis has a rebated double 
frame for extra strength and manufactured 
from fine sawn timber for an extra smooth 
finish. Ideal as a privacy screen, the 
Highgrove is pressure treated in a golden 
brown treatment which offers protection 
against wood rot and fungal decay.

  32cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4cm (d)   HSQ1

  61cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4cm (d)   HSQ2

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

Bow Top Trellis

Dome Top Trellis

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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CONTEMPORARY  
FUSION TRELLIS
A unique design of trellis that combines wood and 
metal to create a heavy duty and modern design; 
perfect for your contemporary garden. The fully framed 
wooden trellis slats are planed and rounded and feature 
galvanised metal rods to add extra support to plants 
and the overall structure. Pressure treated for protection 
against wood rot.

  180cm (h) x 60cm (w) x 4cm (d)   CONFUS

ALDERLEY FAN TRELLIS
(NEW for 2016. Part of Valencia Garden Collection)

A great addition to the established Alderley trellis range 
and features a beautifully crafted lattice. The Alderley 
Fan Trellis is ideal for mounting on fence panels or walls 
as well as being used with a planter to support plants. 
The lattice is rounded, planed and is fitted into a full 
frame for that extra decorative, timeless look. Pressure 
treated for added protection against wood rot. 

*Fix to wall or fence panel, not recommended to fix into a planter or soil.

  180cm (h) x 60cm (w) x 3cm (d)   ALDFAN

Alderley Fan Trellis 

NEW

NEW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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ALDERLEY TRELLIS RANGE
The Alderley is an attractive joint framed trellis 
available in varying shapes and sizes and part of 
the Valencia Garden Collection. With a lattice gap 
of 40mm, the trellis is planed and chamfered for 
a superior finish. Each product is pressure treated 
ensuring longevity in use.

ALDERLEY CONCAVE  
LATTICE TRELLIS

 30cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDBOW

ALDERLEY LATTICE TRELLIS
 30cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDSQ1

 60cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDSQ2

 90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDSQ3

 120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDSQ4

 180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ALDSQ18

ALDERLEY DOME  
LATTICE TRELLIS

 49.5cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDDOME

 60cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDDOME2

  180cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ALDCON16 

 193cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   ALDDOME6

ELITE TRELLIS RANGE
Both the Elite Lattice Trellis and the Elite St. Meloir 
Bow Top Lattice are fitted into a sturdy 40mm rebated 
frame. The trellis is planed, chamfered and grooved 
providing a beautiful decorative finish. With a 44mm 
lattice gap throughout, the timber is pressure treated 
ensuring protection against wood rot and fungal decay. 
Matches the Elite St. Meloir Panel and Gate (see pages 
17 and 76).

ELITE LATTICE TRELLIS
 30cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)  ELTSQL1

 60cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTSQL2

 90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTSQL3

  120cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTSQL4

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTSQL6

ELITE ST. MELOIR BOW 
TOP LATTICE

 60cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEMLT2

  105cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEMLT4

  180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEMLT6

ELITE SQUARE TRELLIS
A lightweight square trellis designed for ease of use. 
Ideal for wall mounting, this planed finished trellis 
is also pressure treated ensuring protection against 
outdoor elements for years to come.

30cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2cm (d)   ESWT1

60cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2cm (d)   ESWT2

90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2cm (d)   ESWT3

LILLESHALL TRELLIS RANGE
The Lilleshall range has planed and rounded lattice 
shaped trellis and a sturdy rebated frame. With smaller 
lattice gaps of 20mm, this trellis is ideal as a privacy 
screen to zone off areas within the garden. Due to the 
pressure treated timber this trellis is protected from 
wood rot and fungal decay.

 30cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   LILLAT03

 60cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   LILLAT06

 90cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   LILLAT09

 120cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   LILLAT12

 150cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 2.8cm (d)   LILLAT15

 183cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   LILLAT18

MADELEY TRELLIS RANGE
Madeley trellis offers a decorative lattice styled design 
with 70mm lattice gaps. Ideal for mounting or as a 
fence panel top, this design has a sturdy 40mm thick 
rebated frame. Offering planed and rounded trellis the 
timber is also pressure treated ensuring years of use.

MADELEY CONVEX LATTICE 
TRELLIS

 50cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADCON05

 80cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADCON08

MADELEY LATTICE TRELLIS
 30cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADLAT03

 45cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADLAT045

 60cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADLAT06

 90cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADLAT09

 120cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADLAT12

 150cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADLAT15

 180cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   MADLAT18
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Landscaping
JIGSAW SLEEPERS
A sleeper designed to be easily stackable making it ideal for raised border projects.

  12cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 20cm (d)   JIGSL12

SAWN NEW RAILWAY SLEEPER
A large piece of timber in the design of a classic railway sleeper. Use for garden edging, creating 
steps, raised terraces or beds. Pressure treated for protection. 

  15cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 10cm (d)   SSS12MD

  20cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 12cm (d)   SSS12

  20cm (h) x 240cm (w) x 12cm (d)  SSS24

ROUNDED GARDEN SLEEPER
A versatile sleeper which can be used to create a rounded look to borders. Pressure treated for 
longer life, this sleeper is also great for creating steps and raised terraces in the garden. 

  12.5cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 10cm (d)   SLBS12

  12.5cm (h) x 240cm (w) x 10cm (d)   SLBS24

RUSTIC GARDEN SLEEPER
Rustic landscape sleepers are the most economical way of building a raised bed, pathway or 
retaining wall. The sleepers are pressure treated for longer life.

10cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 12.5cm (d)   RUSTSL12

Log Edging 150mm

www.grangefen.co.uk
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GREEN LOG EDGING
This timber log roll edging is perfect for creating a border along a lawn. 
It is manufactured from pressure treated timber and is quick and easy 
to fit. The versatile roll can be used on straight or curved edges.

 15cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 3cm (d)   GLE150P

 22.5cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 3cm (d)   GLE225P

 30cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 3cm (d)   GLE300P

LOG EDGING FIXING SPIKE
The fixing spike can be used in numerous garden applications 
from securing log edging to defining building plots. Crafted from 
sturdy pressure treated timber in a natural finish.

  45cm (h) x 32cm (w) x 32cm (d)   FIX32G

HORIZONTAL LOG BOARD
The Horizontal Log Board is ideal for border edges or for creating 
small boundary fencing. Supplied in rigid shorter lengths and 
provides a straight edge where a long run is required. Pressure 
treated to ensure protection against wood rot and decay.

  14cm (h) x 100cm (w) x 7cm (d)   HLOGBRD

GREEN LOG EDGING BOARD
The Green Log Edging Board makes it easy to create 
decorative borders in your back garden; perfect for 
enhancing special features such as flower beds or 
paths. Its natural timber is attractive and excellent 
for providing a polished look for your outdoor space. 
Pressure treated for protection against wood rot.

  15cm (h) x 100cm (w) x 3cm (d)   GLEB150P

  30cm (h) x 100cm (w) x 3cm (d)   GLEB300P

LOLLIPOP GARDEN EDGING
The Lollipop Garden Edging is ideal for forming curved 
borders along your pathways or flower beds. The 
timber is pressure treated for protection against wood 
rot and decay.

  15cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 12mm (d)   LPE150

PINE PICKET FENCE
Pine Picket Fencing is great to use with lawn or  
path edging. Sharpened ends make this edging easy  
to install and the pressure treated timber ensures 
longevity in use.

  40cm (h) x 108cm (w) x 2cm (d)   GLEPPFN

HALF ROUND RAIL &  
HALF ROUND POST
Design your own fencing project with the half round 
rail and post. These two simple components make for 
an easy installation. Both are pressure treated for added 
protection against wood rot.

 8.5cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4.2cm (d)   HFRDRL18

 180cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 5cm (d)   HRNDPT18

LANDSCAPE POLES
Machine rounded timber pole great for supporting plants and trees or for creating special features for landscaping projects

  75cm (h) x 8cm (dia)   LP26G

  120cm (h) x 8cm (dia)   LP4G

  160cm (h) x 8cm (dia)   LP56G

DOME PICKET FENCE
The Dome Picket Fence is an easy way to create a garden border 
along a pathway or for creating a boundary within the garden. 
Easy to fix into the ground with sharpened edges and pressure 
treated ensuring protection against the elements. 

  34.5cm (h) x 105cm (w) x 3.2cm (d)   GLEDPFN  

TREE POLES
Machine rounded timber ideal to use as a plant  
or tree support.

  150cm (h) x 4cm (dia)   RPOLE540G

  180cm (h) x 4cm (dia)   RPOLE640G

  180cm (h) x 6cm (dia)   RPOLE6G

  240cm (h) x 6cm (dia)   RPOLE8G

DAHLIA STAKES
Dahlia stakes are square cut pressure treated pieces  
of timber which are best used to support your plants 
or trees. 

  1.5cm (h) x 3.1cm x 3.1cm (d)   GS531G 

  180cm (h) x 3.1cm x 3.1cm (d)   GS631G

  1.2cm (h) x 2.5cm x 2.5cm (d)   GS4G  

  180cm (h) x 2.5cm x 2.5cm (d)   GS6G
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TIMBER FENCE PANEL POST 
75MM SQ. (BROWN)
The standard Grange 75mm square post is pressure treated 
brown for greater protection against wood rot and decay.  
This post is ideal for use with fence panels and gates.

  150cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO5

  180cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO6

  210cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO7

  240cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO8

  270cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO9

  300cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO10

TIMBER FENCE PANEL POST 
75MM SQ. (GREEN)
The standard Grange 75mm square post is pressure treated 
green for greater protection against wood rot and decay. 
This post is ideal for use with fence panels, trellis and gates.

  150cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO5G

  180cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO6G

  210cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO7G

  240cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO8G

  270cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PO9G

TIMBER FENCE PANEL POST 
100MM SQ. (BROWN)
The 100mm square timber post is sturdy and ideal 
for when a more robust panel is needed. Available in 
a pressure treated brown finish with the exception of 
the 240cm option which is also available in a pressure 
treated green finish (PO84G)

  180cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PO64

  210cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PO74

  240cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PO84

  270cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PO94

  300cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PO104

  240cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PO84G

TIMBER FENCE PANEL POST 
50MM SQ. (BROWN)
Pressure treated brown for longer lasting timber, this 
50mm square post is the smallest post available in the 
range. Ideal for use with smaller items such as trellis. 

  180cm (h) x 5cm (w) x 4.7cm (d)   PO62

  240cm (h) x 5cm (w) x 4.7cm (d)   PO82

Timber H-Post and Ball Finial 

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED  

FINE SAWN FINISH

CLASS 4 POST
Designed to be permanently 
exposed to wetting in either 
ground or fresh water contact

www.grangefen.co.uk
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CONCRETE FENCE  
PANEL H POST
The Concrete H Post saves the use of metal U-clips,  
simply slot in the fence panel into the post and it is 
secured. This heavy duty post is suitable for use with  
most types of fencing.

  175cm (h) x 9.4cm (w) x 10.9cm (d)   ASLT1754

  236cm (h) x 9.4cm (w) x 10.9cm (d)   ASLT2364

TIMBER GATE POST
This heavy duty post with decorative apex top is 
ideally suited for use with the Grange Fortress Gates. 
Pressure treated for protection against wood rot and 
fungal decay.

  180cm (h) x 20cm (w) x 20cm (d)   PO68G

  270cm (h) x 20cm (w) x 20cm (d)   PO98G

ELITE GROOVED FENCE  
PANEL POST
This 75mm square post is pressure treated with a 
rounded top and features decorative grooving on the 
front and back to complement the Elite range of trellis 
and fencing. 

  180cm (h) x 7cm (w) x 7cm (d)   EPO6

  240cm (h) x 7cm (w) x 7cm (d)   EPO8

ELITE FENCE PANEL POST
A chunky 95mm square post that is planed and 
pressure treated for a contemporary look and feel. 

  180cm (h) x 9.5cm (w) x 9.5cm (d)   EPO64

  240cm (h) x 9.5cm (w) x 9.5cm (d)   EPO84

  270cm (h) x 9.5cm (w) x 9.5cm (d)   EPO94

ELITE GROOVED FENCE  
PANEL H POST
The Elite Grooved H Posts are the simplest component 
to use when erecting a fence. The “H” shaped post 
allows for fence panels to easily slot in place without 
the need for metal U-clips. These posts are planed, 
pressure treated and grooved to match the Elite style 
fence panels. 

  180cm (h) x 9cm (w) x 9cm (d)   POH64

  240cm (h) x 9cm (w) x 9cm (d)   POH84

ELITE PANEL SIDE STRIP
Use the side strip to extend the width of your fence 
panels to 183cm for a perfect fit with current posts and 
gravel boards.

  180cm (h) x 4cm (w) x 1.5cm (d)   EPSS

ELITE PALISADE POST
Grange Elite Palisade posts are made from 
pressure treated planed timber, featuring a 
profiled finish and grooved surface for a natural 
decorative look. Use with the Elite Palisade Gate 
(page 73) & Panel (page 21) for a coordinated 
garden.

  150cm (h) x 7cm (w) x 7cm (d)   EPP

ROUND TOP  
PALISADE POST
The round top post is ideally used with the 
Round Top Palisade Panel (page 21) to give the 
look of a seamless fence run. The posts are also 
pressure treated ensuring longevity in use. 

  150cm (h) x 7cm (w) x 7cm (d)   RTPPOST

TULIP PALISADE  
PANEL POST
The Tulip Palisade Post has been specifically 
designed to suit the Tulip Palisade Fence (page 
21) with pre-cut grooves perfect for slotting 
panels and gates together. Pressure treated and 
dipped in golden brown colour treatment for 
protection against wood rot. 

  150cm (h) x 4.7cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   PALEPTUL5

www.grangefen.co.uk
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REPAIR SPUR 
The Repair Spur, otherwise known as ‘Godfathers’ 
offers support to posts that have rotted at the base or 
to supply extra strength to a fence panel. 

  100cm (h) x 7.5cm (w) x 7.5cm (d)   GRS3333

FLAT TIMBER POST CAP
The Flat Timber Post Cap is great for finishing off a 75mm sq. post; 
this will help prolong the life of the post as well as providing a 
decorative feature. The cap is pressure treated to ensure protection 
from wood rot and decay and available in a pressure treated green 
or brown colour to complement fencing.

  2.1cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PC22 (Brown)

  2.1cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   PC22G (Pressure Treated)

HEAVY DUTY FLAT TIMBER POST CAP
The Heavy Duty Post Cap is perfect for finishing off 100mm sq. 
posts adding protection and detail to your run of fencing. The 
cap is pressure treated to ensure protection from wood rot and 
decay and available in a pressure treated green or brown colour to 
complement fencing.

  2.1cm (h) x 12cm (w) x 12cm (d)   PCHD55 (Brown)

  2.1cm (h) x 12cm (w) x 12cm (d)   PCHD55G (Pressure treated)

BALL FINIAL TIMBER POST CAP
The Ball Finial Post Cap is a decorative way of finishing off fence 
panel posts. The design features a turned piece of timber that is 
protected against wood rot. 

  13.5cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   BALLPC

ELITE BALL FINIAL POST CAP
The Elite Ball Finial Post Cap features a simplistic design perfect 
for use with Elite fencing and posts. The pressure treated timber 
provides protection against wood rot and decay.

  10cm (h) x 12.5cm (w) x 12.5cm (d)   EBALLPCG

ACORN FINIAL POST CAP
The Acorn Finial Post Cap is another great decorative option for 
finishing fence panels.

  14.3cm (h) x 10cm (w) x 10cm (d)   ACORNPC

ELITE TIMBER GRAVEL BOARD
A timber gravel board designed for use with the 
Elite decorative range of fencing. Pressure treated for 
protection against wood rot. 

  14.6cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 4cm (d)   HDETGB18

CONCRETE GRAVEL BOARD
This heavy duty gravel board is ideal for use with 
traditional and decorative styles of fencing. For use 
with the Elite fencing range simply add an Elite Panel 
Side Strip for a snug fit (see page 36).

  15cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   AGGBR6

  30cm (h) x 183cm (w) x 5cm (d)   AGGBR12

TIMBER GRAVEL BOARD
A 183cm wide gravel board ideal to use with traditional 
styles of fencing. Available in both pressure treated green 
and pressure treated brown colours to complement 
fencing and provide protection from wood rot and fungal 
decay. A larger version is also available pressure treated 
for use with the Grange Featheredge System.

  183cm (w) x 15cm (h) x 2.2cm (d)   TBG6G (Pressure Treated Green)

  300cm (w) x 15xm (h) x 2.2cm (d)   TBG10G (Pressure Treated Green)

  183cm (w) x 15cm (h) x 2.2cm (d)   TBG6 (Pressure Treated Brown)

CAPPING RAIL
The Capping Rail is ideal for protecting the top of fence 
panels and trellis as well providing added support.

  183cm (l) x 4.2cm (w) x 1.5cm (h)   CAPPINGS

www.grangefen.co.uk
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Garden M
irror Perspective Window

Garden Mirror Perspective Window

Mirrors

GARDEN MIRROR  
TUDOR WINDOW 
Offering a classic design with a mix of wood and 
lead piping sections, the Tudor is ideal for creating 
the illusion of space in the garden as part of a blank 
wall or fence.

  120cm (h) x 60cm x (w) x 4.5cm (d)   GMTW

GARDEN MIRROR PERSPECTIVE 
WINDOW 
The Perspective mirror features lead tracing which is designed 
to create an illusion of depth and distance, adding a different 
dimension to the garden.

  120cm (h) x 60cm x (w) x 4.5cm (d)   GMPW

GARDEN MIRROR LATTICE 
SCREEN 

  180cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 4cm (d)   GMLS

www.grangefen.co.uk
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SQUARE  
CONTEMPORARY PLANTER
This robust square planter is a perfect addition to 
the Grange Contemporary garden collection. It comes 
with a liner and fully assembled, so is ready to be 
planted immediately. The planed and rounded slats are 
pressure treated for a high quality finish and an extra 
decorative look. 

  50cm (h) x 50cm (w) x 50cm (d)   CONPLSQ

RECTANGULAR 
CONTEMPORARY PLANTER 
A substantial rectangular planter, perfect as a showpiece 
on a patio or decking area. Designed to match the 
Grange Contemporary collection, the slats are planed 
and rounded for a premium feel. This planter comes 
with a liner, fully assembled and pressure treated as 
standard to provide protection from wood rot.

  33cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 50cm (d)   CONPLREC

TALL CONTEMPORARY 
PLANTER
A modern planter designed to complement the 
Contemporary garden collection. This planter would 
look fantastic as a pair to an entrance or walkway or 
even as a standalone feature. Perfect for Topiary and 
Acer trees, it comes pre-lined, assembled and pressure 
treated as standard. Comes with a false bottom so the 
height can be adjusted.

  78cm (h) x 40cm (w) x 40cm (d)   CONPLTL

Planters & Grow Your Own

NEW

NEW
NEW

Contemporary Tall Planter
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URBAN SCREEN PLANTER 
The Urban Screen Planter features a large planting area 
with an Urban Screen to support climbing plants and 
flowers. The clean lines and progressive style is perfect 
for any garden. Timber is planed and pressure treated for 
added protection against outdoor elements. 

  152.5cm (h) x 88cm (w) x 40cm (d)   URBPL

ELITE TAPERED PLANTER 
A stylish addition to the established Elite 
planter range with its traditional yet eye-
catching shape. The lip around the planter 
gives it a high quality, crafted and sturdy finish; 
perfect to use with Elite style fencing and trellis. 
Pressure treated to provide protection from 
wood rot and decay.

  46cm (h) x 40cm (w) x 40cm (d)   ESTP

ELITE RECTANGULAR PLANTER 
This Elite Rectangular Planter is a robust planter ideal 
for planting displays, or growing vegetables. The smooth 
pressure treated timber is planed and heavy duty. 
The sturdy frame is supported by a metal locating pin 
in each corner, ensuring long-term durability. 

  40cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 20cm (d)   ERP

ELITE SQUARE LARGE PLANTER 
A heavy duty Large Square Planter which is ideal for 
planting displays in your garden. The timber is pressure 
treated ensuring longevity in use, as well as being 
planed, giving it a superior finish. The sturdy frame 
is supported by a metal locating pin in each corner, 
ensuring long-term durability.

  32cm (h) x 50cm (w) x 50cm (d)   ESLP

ELITE SQUARE  
MEDIUM PLANTER 
A substantial Medium sized Square Planter, ideal for creating 
a modern planting display. The planed and pressure treated 
timber enhances this robust planter’s lifetime. The sturdy 
frame is supported by a metal locating pin in each corner, 
ensuring long-term durability.

  20cm (h) x 40cm (w) x 40cm (d)   ESMP

ROSA PLANTER 
The Rosa Planter comes with a decorative trellis back 
which is ideal for large climbing plants. The planed and 
pressure treated timber provides added protection 
against outdoor elements, ensuring longevity in use.

  90cm (w) x 137.5cm (h) x 40cm (d)   ROSPLANT

BELLA ROSA  
PLANTER 
The Bella Rosa Planter comes with an eye-catching 
wooden trellis. Perfect for climbing plants and compact 
in size, this pressure treated planter has extra resilience 
against wood rot and decay.

  40cm (w) x 122cm (h) x 40cm (d)   BELPLANT

STEP PLANTER 
This dynamic Step Planter adds a unique decorative 
element to your garden. It is ideal for displaying potted 
plants and accessories and sits well beside plants and 
flowers. The pressure treated timber protects against 
wood rot and decay and ensures longevity in use. 

  92cm (w) x 98.5cm (h) x 77.5cm (d)   STEPLA

NEW

NEW
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CORNER PLANTER 
This corner planter is ideal for growing plants and 
herbs in separate compartments. Its two-tier design 
creates different visual levels for a more stylish 
look, making it easy to fit into those hard to fill 
corners. The pressure treated timber provides extra 
resilience to fungus and rot.

  90cm (w) x 28cm (h) x 90cm (d)   CORPLANT

RAISED CORNER PLANTER
This space efficient planter is ideal for planting 
herbs and flowers whilst the three planting 
compartments are perfect for keeping herbs 
separate. The ergonomic design lends itself to 
wheelchair users and saves the need for bending 
when planting. This planter is pressure treated for 
added protection against wood rot and decay. 

  88cm (h) x 94cm (w) x 94cm (d)   RCORPLANT

HERB WHEEL PLANTER 
The Herb Wheel Planter is a practical, multi-
compartmental planter ideal for growing your favourite 
herbs. The hexagonal design provides six sectioned 
growing spaces. This easy to assemble planter is made 
from a natural pressure treated timber, providing 
protection against rot and decay.

  107cm (w) x 14cm (h)   HERBWH

TALL MOBILE  
GREENHOUSE
This Tall Greenhouse is great for keen gardeners who 
have restricted space and is ideal for storing herbs, 
seedlings, tools, and bags of compost. It has four 
lockable wheels to enable it to be moved around the 
garden to find the sun or shade. The quality plexiglass 
and brass metal door hinges and brackets give this 
greenhouse a high quality finish. Dip treated with water 
based wood stain to protect against the elements.

  180cm (h) x 86cm (w) x 41cm (d)   TALWGHOUSE

NEW

NEW

PORTABLE  
WITH LOCKABLE 

WHEELS
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TRELLIS OBELISK 
This three sided Trellis Obelisk is ideal for 
growing runner beans or other climbing 
plants. The pressure treated timber 
provides extra protection against wood 
rot and decay.

  50cm (w) x 189cm (h)   TRELOB

COLD FRAME 
This wooden Cold Frame is perfect for gardeners 
with smaller gardens and allotments and is ideal for 
protecting seedlings, or for covering vegetable and 
flowerbeds. The sturdy frame is made up of a pressure 
treated timber body, finished with a strong plexiglass lid.

  85cm (w) x 57cm (h) x 5cm (d)   COLDF

RUSTIC RAISED BED 
This Rustic Raised Bed is a practical way to grow 
plants and vegetables. Easy to assemble, it is especially 
suitable for growing vegetables, herbs, plants and 
flowers. It is manufactured from pressure treated 
timber to ensure long lasting use.

  100cm (w) x 15cm (h)   RUSRBED10

  180cm (w) x 15cm (h)   RUSRBED18

GARDEN COMPOST COVER 
Waterproof composter cover designed to fit all three 
composters from Grange. It is ideal for keeping out the 
wet and retaining the warmth.

  23cm (w) x 31cm (h)   COMPCOV

GARDEN COMPOSTER
These generously sized wooden Garden Composters 
essential for every garden, providing insulations, 
allowing the compost to breathe. This easy to assemble 
flat pack kit is made from pressure treated timber 
ensuring longevity in use. 

  73cm (w) x 70cm (h) x 113cm (d)   CM730

  93cm (w) x 70cm (h) x 93cm (d)   CM930

  113cm (w) x 70cm (h) x 73cm (d)   CM1130

www.grangefen.co.uk
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OBLONG GARDEN TABLE  
WITH SEATS 
This bench style table is as sturdy as it is versatile with 
its space saving, fold up seats. The planed and pressure 
treated timber provides a superior finish, and longevity 
in use. 

  81cm (h) x 153cm (w) x 200cm (l)   OBLONGT

ROUND GARDEN TABLE  
WITH SEATS 
This Round Garden Table with Seats creates a comfortable eating and 
seating area for your garden. The sturdy structure comprises of a 40mm 
thick table top, made up of pressure treated timber engineered to last.

  81cm (h) x 200cm (w) x 200cm (l)   ROUNGT

Tables & Seats
Oblong Table

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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CONTEMPORARY  
GARDEN ARCH
The Contemporary Garden Arch is a substantial and 
stylish structure. The chunky arched top, posts and 
slats are planed, rounded and chamfered for a modern 
look. Use with climbing plants along a pathway or as a 
standalone feature in your garden.

  260cm (h) x 150cm (w) x 73cm (d)   CONTARCH

URBAN GARDEN ARCH 
A brand new arch to complement the Urban Garden 
collection. Clean, sharp lines make this arch ideal for 
defining even small to medium garden spaces. It can be 
used as a standalone structure or be secured into the 
ground. The timber is planed and pressure treated to 
provide protection from wood rot.

  240cm (h) x180cm (w) x 60cm (d)   URBGA

Structures

Arches

Elite Granville Arch

NEW

NEW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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ELITE PORTICO ARCH 
The Elite Portico Arch’s unique design with a curved roof 
and lattice style trellis side panels offers a stylish solution 
for any garden space. The space for hanging baskets 
will enhance a path, or it can be used as a standalone 
feature. The pressure treated finish provides ultimate 
durability. 

  220cm (h) x 210cm (w) x 112cm (d)   ELITEPORTE

ELITE GRANVILLE ARCH
The Elite Granville Arch has a classical look as well 
as being strong and robust. This arch is suitable as 
a freestanding structure on either a path or garden 
space. The square trellis sides are ideal for climbing 
plants. Made from pressure treated timber and 
finished in pale green for longevity in use. 

  270cm (h) x 127cm (w) x 55cm (d)   EGA

PORTICO ARCH 
Add a stylish attraction to your garden with this Portico 
Arch. This adaptable structure can be used along a 
pathway, or a standalone. Made from pressure treated 
timber to ensure extra protection from rot and decay.

  279.5cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 137cm (d)   PKITPRTAG

VALENCIA ARCH 
The Valencia Arch is a strong and robust arch with 
diamond Alderley trellis sides, and a slatted roof finished 
with pointed finials. This classic design is ideal as a 
garden feature, or creating an attractive arch over a 
pathway. Made from pressure treated timber to protect 
against wood rot and decay.

Part of the Valencia collection.

  274cm (h) x 174cm (w) x 74cm (d)   VALARCH

BOW TOP ARCH
The Bow Top Garden Arch comes with decorative 
square trellis sides enhancing any garden space.  
The structure is ideal for enhancing a pathway, or as 
a decorative garden feature. The timber is pressure 
treated for enhanced protection.

  250cm (h) x 160cm (w) x 72cm (d)   BTA

USE THE  
ALDERLEY  
TRELLIS TO 

COMPLEMENT  
THE ARCH

ELITE GARDEN ARCH
This subtle Elite Garden Arch creates an attractive 
garden structure. The square trellis sides are 
complemented by a curved top. The pressure treated 
timber provides extra resistance to outdoor elements. 

  250cm (h) x 100cm (w) x 44cm (d)   ELITEARCH

AS SEEN ON 
ITVs LOVE  
YOUR 
GARDEN!

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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CONTEMPORARY  
GARDEN ARBOUR 
This Contemporary Arbour has real 
presence with modern straight lines, 
and a classic curved roof using quality 
finger joints. Dress the large seat with 
cushions to create a perfect space 
for relaxing and putting your feet 
up. The continuous slats are ideal for 
growing climbing plants making this 
arbour an attractive feature for your 
contemporary garden. The arbour is 
pressure treated to provide protection 
from wood rot and fungal decay.

  220cm (h) x 150cm (w) x 70cm (d)   CONTARB

Contemporary Arbour

Premium finger jointed connections

Arbours

NEW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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VALENCIA CORNER ARBOUR 
The Valencia Corner Arbour is a definitive structure, 
ideal for creating a sheltered dining area, or a relaxing 
seating area. The lattice trellis design creates a truly 
classic structure. The strong and sturdy construction is 
pressure treated to ensure protection and long term use.

  230cm (h) x 200cm (w) x 200cm (d)   VALCORARB

MONTEBELLO ARBOUR 
The Montebello Arbour is a large and inviting structure 
with an attractive bow shaped roof. This versatile 
structure is ideal for both contemporary and traditional 
gardens alike. All components are pressure treated to 
provide extra protection and appearance retention.

  210cm (h) x 144cm (w) x 63cm (d)   MONTARB

VALENCIA ARBOUR 
This classic arbour is designed with diamond trellis sides 
and back to support climbing plants. The slatted roof 
provides extra protection from the sun, and the sturdy 
yet comfortable bench enables you to sit back and relax. 
It is made from pressure treated timber for long lasting 
protection.

  235cm (h) x 174cm (w) x 74cm (d)   VALARB

VALENCIA ARBOUR VISION
The Valencia Arbour Vision is beautifully designed with 
diamond trellis sides and back to support climbing 
plants. Painted in a Sage Green and Cornish Cream. 
The slatted roof provides extra protection from the sun, 
and the sturdy yet comfortable bench enables you to sit 
back and relax. Made from pressure treated timber for 
long lasting protection.

  235cm (h) x 174cm (w) x 74cm (d)   

  VALARBVIS Sage Green & Cornish Cream 

ROMANA ARBOUR
The Romana Arbour is a simplistic structure that will 
add to the appearance and character of your garden. 
The comfortable bench is ideal for you to sit and relax, 
whilst the half trellised sides are perfect for supporting 
climbing plants. The pressure treated timber ensures 
protection and longevity in use.

  192cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 87cm (d)   ROMARBB

ALL VALENCIA 
STRUCTURES 

MATCH ALDERLEY  
TRELLIS.

SEE PAGE 28.

LIVORNO ARBOUR 
The Livorno Arbour is a solid, durable arbour providing 
well-sheltered, comfortable garden seating. The pointed 
steep roof provides excellent cover from the wind; this 
arbour also offers generous storage space under the 
seat. The pressure treated wood ensures a durable, long 
lasting construction.

  220cm (h) x 143cm (w) x 64cm (d)   LIVARB

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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BUDLEIGH GAZEBO 
This attractive Budleigh Gazebo is a hexagonal 
‘bandstand’ design with a solid timber roof and a 
wooden deck base. Perfect for relaxing and creating 
outdoor dining areas. The specially selected pressure 
treated timber ensures longevity in use.

  250cm (h) x 285cm (w) x 285cm (d)   BUGAZ

BUDLEIGH GAZEBO OPTION B
This version of the Budleigh Gazebo is a hexagonal 
design with a solid timber roof and a wooden deck base. 
Features with 3x gazebo glass panels and 2x Balustrade 
Panels. 

  250cm (h) x 285cm (w) x 285cm (d)   BUGAZDRSB  

Budleigh Gazebo

BUDLEIGH GAZEBO OPTION A
Enclosing your gazebo increases privacy. This features 
with 1x mirror lattice, 2x gazebo glass panels and 2x 
lattice trellis. Perfect for relaxing and creating outdoor 
dining areas. The specially selected pressure treated 
timber ensures longevity in use.

  250cm (h) x 285cm (w) x 285cm (d)   BUGAZDRSA 

BUDLEIGH GAZEBO OPTION C
This features 1x mirror lattice screen and 4x lattice 
trellis, perfect for creating a private area for relaxing  
in the garden.

  250cm (h) x 285cm (w) x 285cm (d)   BUGAZDRSC  

Gazebos

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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REGIS GAZEBO
This eight sided Regis Gazebo is an impressive structure. 
Made from specially selected planed softwoods, 
the standard Regis Gazebo bandstand frame comes 
with no sides; however, you can purchase additional 
extras allowing you to dress this gazebo to your own 
requirements, making it a truly unique structure.

  320cm (h) x 341cm (w) x 341cm (d)   REGAZ

REGIS GAZEBO OPTION B
This eight-sided Regis Gazebo bandstand frame comes 
with 5x gazebo glass panels and 2x balustrade panels, 
creating a wind break, whilst keeping a light and airy feel.  

  320cm (h) x 341cm (w) x 341cm (d)   REGAZDRSB 

REGIS GAZEBO OPTION A
This eight sided Regis Gazebo bandstand frame  
comes with 1x mirror lattice screen, 2x lattice trellis,  
2x balustrade panels, and 2x gazebo glass panels.

  320cm (h) x 341cm (w) x 341cm (d)   REGAZDRSA 

REGIS GAZEBO OPTION C
This version of the Regis Gazebo bandstand frame  
comes with 1x mirror lattice screen, 4x lattice trellis 
and 2x balustrade panels, perfect for creating a private 
area and for growing climbing plants. 

  320cm (h) x 341cm (w) x 341cm (d)   REGAZDRSC

Gazebo Accessories

GARDEN MIRROR LATTICE 
SCREEN 

  180cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   GMLS

GAZEBO BALUSTRADE PANEL 
  95cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   GAZBP

ELITE GAZEBO GLASS PANEL 
  180cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   EGGP

ELITE GAZEBO LATTICE PANEL 
  180cm (h) x 120cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELTSQL4

USE ANY 1.2M  
WIDE ELITE PANEL 
WITH GAZEBO’S 

TOO!

Mix and match 
components that can be 
purchased to enhance 
your gazebo, creating a 
truly unique structure.

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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URBAN GARDEN PERGOLA
A simplistic pergola with progressive style great for 
dining and entertaining. The back screen is perfect for 
creating a walled garden, ideal for hanging plants as well 
as providing a wind shield. Add on Urban Screens to 
create a more private, zoned off area. Six pressure treated 
90mm square posts make this a sturdy structure.

  240cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 360cm (d)   PKITURBGP

Urban Garden Pergola

The pergola is a great mix 
of shelter and stylish open 
aspect, while the matching 
arch is really striking, 
whether used on its own  
or as an opening to another 
part of the garden.

Urban Pergola 

Pergolas

NEW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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TRADITIONAL PATIO PERGOLA 
This Traditional Patio Pergola creates a unique and 
timeless impression to a garden space. Suitable for a 
patio area or over the rear or side doorway to your 
house, this pressure treated pergola with resistance to 
wood rot is sure to last.

  279.5cm (h) x 270cm (w) x 270cm (d)   PKTPPA

DRAGON PERGOLA 
An oriental inspired Dragon Pergola which creates 
an interesting dimension for any garden. The pergola 
acts as an effective frame for a flower display or water 
feature which is suitably displayed on a lawn or patio 
area. The pressure treated timber provides protection 
against outdoor elements. 

  325cm (h) x 270cm (w) x 270cm (d)   PKITDRGNA

TRADITIONAL PERGOLA 
This standalone Traditional Pergola is ideal for use on 
a lawn or patio area. The posts and rafters are ideal for 
growing climbing plants and roses. The planed and 
pressure treated timber provides a superior finish and 
longevity in use. 

  279.5cm (h) x 270cm (w) x 240cm (d)   PKTRADA

EXTENDED DRAGON PERGOLA 
This Extended Dragon Pergola makes a dramatic 
statement in your garden. Transforming any garden 
space, the pergola can be used as a stand alone feature 
to support a flower display or water feature. The 
pressure treated timber provides protection against 
outdoor elements. 

  325cm (h) x 270cm (w) x 480cm (d)    PKITDRGNAE

Dragon Pergola

DON’T FORGET 
YOUR POST 

SUPPORTS AND 
POSTFIX!

(SEE PAGE 86 TO 90)

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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LEAN-TO/CAR PORT PERGOLA 
This modern Lean-to/Car Port Pergola creates the 
perfect decorative space on the side of your house. 
Ideal for hosting barbecues or an alfresco dining area, 
this versatile pergola can even be used as car port. This 
pergola is pressure treated to protect against wood rot 
and decay, ensuring longevity in use.

  279.5cm (h) x 480cm (w) x 360cm (d)   PKLTP12A

RUSTIC ROSE PERGOLA 
This Rustic Rose Pergola is made from machine rounded 
pressure treated timber, creating a truly natural garden 
structure. An ideal pergola for a traditional setting and 
adding character to any outdoor space. 

  252cm (h) x 240cm (w) x 240cm (d)   RRPERG

COLONNADE PERGOLA 
Designed for a family garden, the Colonnade Pergola 
creates a simple, yet stylish archway that can span a 
path or form the entrance to your garden. The pressure 
treated timber provides extra protection from outdoor 
elements.

  300cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 480cm (d)   PKITCAG

CAROUSEL PERGOLA 
The Carousel Pergola is a timeless garden structure.  
The curves of the top beam reflect the natural shapes 
in your garden, whilst providing an effective frame for a 
garden feature beneath. The pressure treated pale green 
timber protects from wood rot and decay, ensuring 
longevity in use. 

  279.5cm (h) x 360cm (w) x 360cm (d)   PKITCRAG

Carousel Pergola 

DON’T FORGET 
YOUR POST 

SUPPORTS AND 
POSTFIX!

(SEE PAGE 86 TO 90)

BOWED WALKWAY 
This Pergola offers a framework upon which to grow 
your climbing plants. This modern structure adds  
height and depth, transforming a garden space. The 
pergola components are pressure treated to protect  
the structure from rot.

  293cm (h) x 180cm (w) x 480cm (d)   BWALK

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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FLOWER WALK 
The Flower Walk is an eye-catching and contemporary 
design, which gives an attractive outline to your garden 
path. Its clean and simple design is crafted using the 
finest pressure treated timber to ensure longevity in 
use, whilst the stainless steel rods give this structure a 
modern twist. 

  228cm (h) x 239cm (w) x 258cm (d)  FLWCCL

  228cm (h) x 239cm (w) x 258cm (d)   FLWCCLB (with bolt down bracket)

  228cm (h) x 239cm (w) x 258cm (d)   FLWCCLC (with spike for soft ground)

1. PERGOLA POST
  270cm (h)   ATPOST9

2. PERGOLA RAFTER
(profiled both ends)

  346cm (h)   AFRAFT12

  270cm (h)   AFRAFT9

  180cm (h)   AFRAFT6

3. PERGOLA RAFTER 
  137cm (h)   ATRAFT46

4. PERGOLA RAFTER
  61cm (h)   ATRAFT2

5. PERGOLA RAFTER
(flat both ends)

  193cm (h)   ATRAFT6FE

6.  BOWED PERGOLA 
RAFTER

  190cm (h)   ATBOWED6

7.  CURVED PERGOLA 
BEAM

  183cm (h)   ATCBM6

  120cm (h)   ATCBM4

8. PERGOLA RAFTER
(profiled one end)

  240cm (h)   ATRAFT8

1
3

7

2

6

5

4

APOLLO PERGOLA 
The Apollo Pergola is a distinctively designed dome shaped 
structure that will give your garden a contemporary feel. 
As a centrepiece, it can provide a focal point for fountains, 
ornaments or a picnic area. The beams and rafters are  
made from pressure treated timber providing extra  
protection from outdoor elements. 

  285cm (h) x 345cm (w) x 345cm (dia.)   APOLPERG  

Build Your Own Pergola
Design your own Pergola with our range of Pergola components. Your stockist 
should be able to help in designing your own Pergola. However, if you need 
additional information, call Grange on 01952 588 088 for additional advice 
and guidance. 

AS SEEN ON 
ITVs LOVE  
YOUR 
GARDEN!

AS SEEN ON 
ITVs LOVE  
YOUR 
GARDEN!

FLOWER CIRCLE 
The contemporary Flower Circle is constructed  
using two pressure treated timber rounded beams 
closely connected with stainless steel rods to create a 
sculptural archway. This versatile product can be used 
singularly or in multiples to create a unique pathway.

  228cm (h) x 239cm (w) x 27cm (d)   FSFCIRC

DON’T FORGET 
YOUR POST 

SUPPORTS AND 
POSTFIX!

(SEE PAGE 86 TO 90)

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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Gates & Railings

ELITE PROFILED PICKET GATE 
This gate features a premium profiled detail creating 
an interesting spin on the classic picket fence. 
Manufactured from high quality pressure treated timber 
to provide protection from wood rot and decay.

  100cm (h) x 100cm (w) x 4cm (d)   ELITEPROGT

TULIP PALISADE GATE 
This gate has been designed to blend seamlessly with 
the Tulip Palisade Fence Panel (see page 21). It is 
pressure treated in a golden brown colour with a fine 
sawn finish making for a smooth timber surface. 

  90cm (h) x 87cm (w) x 4.8cm (d)   PALGT3

DOMED LEDGED & BRACED 
PATH GATE
A domed top gate with a simplistic yet rustic feel, ideal 
to use along a pathway or entrance. The planed timber 
is pressure treated to ensure longevity in use. 

  105cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 3.6cm (d)   DOMLBGT

ROUND TOP PALISADE GATE
Manufactured from smooth-planed, pressure treated 
timber to ensure protection from wood rot and fungal 
decay to complement the Round Top Palisade Fence.

  90cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   RTPGT

ELITE PALISADE GATE
Featuring a profiled finish on the grooved upright 
panels, the Elite Palisade Gate is perfect to use with the 
Elite Palisade fencing (see page 21). This traditional gate 
is manufactured from pressure treated timber. 

  90cm (h) x 87cm (w) x 4cm (d)   EPG3

Domed, Ledged and Braced Path Gate

NEW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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CLOSEBOARD GATE
A classic vertical board gate with 
a fresh new look. Re-engineered 
with fine sawn timber for a smooth 
and premium finish. Pressure 
treated with a golden brown colour 
providing strength and longevity 
in use. Matching Closeboard Panel 
available (see page 13).

  181xm (h) x 90cm (w) x 3.8cm (d)   SEC6

ARCHED 
FEATHEREDGE GATE
The Arched Featheredge gate is 
ideal for use in conjunction with 
all Grange Featheredge panels (see 
pages 13). The arched top gate is 
made from pressure treated timber 
ensuring longevity in use.

  185cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.4cm (d)   AFG6

TONGUE & GROOVE 
LEDGED & BRACED 
GATE
The sturdy tongue and groove 
structure provides the gate with 
its strength and durability. Planed 
timber that is pressure treated for 
protection, this gate can be used as 
either a side entry or front gate. 

  182cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 5.2cm (d)   TGLBG

PALE GATE
The Pale Gate is great to use 
with a variety of styles of fencing. 
Manufactured from top quality, 
planed and pressure treated timber 
enabling protection from the 
elements.

  182cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)  PALEG1891

  90cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   PALEG0991

WESTON 
FEATHEREDGE GATE
The Weston Gate is ideally suited 
to be used with the Grange Weston 
Closeboard fence (see page 15). 
Having the option to hang from 
either side, the Weston is dipped 
in dark brown colour treatment 
ensuring protection against rot 
and decay.

  182cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 3.8cm (d)   WCLBG6

SIDE ENTRY ARCH 
GATE
The Side Entry Arch is a heavy duty 
gate, planed pressure treated in 
golden brown colour treatment 
which ensures longevity in use. It has 
a sturdy mortise and tenon jointed 
frame, the gate itself can be hung 
from either side.

  185cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 3.8cm (d)   SEAR6

SOLID INFILL PATH GATE
A gate with simple, clean lines crafted from planed 
timber. Pressure treated for protection against wood 
rot and fungal decay with the option to hang from 
either side. 

  90cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   SOLPALGT

SIDE ENTRY LAP GATE
The Grange Side Entry Lap Gate is a great edition to a 
run of Grange Lap fencing (see page 11). Made from 
waney edge slats, this gate can be hung from either left 
or right side with the option to use as a side or main 
entrance gate. Dipped in golden brown treatment for 
protection against wood rot. 

   91cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   SEL3

  122cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   SEL4

  152cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   SEL5

  182cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   SEL6

WESTON SIDE ENTRY LAP GATE
Manufactured using waney edged slats makes this 
perfect to use with the Grange Professional Lap Panel 
(see page 12). The timber is dipped in dark brown 
treatment providing protection against wood rot  
and decay. 

   91cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   WSEL3

  122cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   WSEL4

  152cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   WSEL5

  182cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4cm (d)   WSEL6

PALE INFILL PATH GATE
A versatile gate that will suit many styles of garden. 
Manufactured from planed timber for a smooth finish 
and pressure treated for protection with the option to 
hang from either the left or right side.

  90cm (h x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   PALINFGT

GAWSWORTH GATE
Featuring decorative gaps and domed top rail the 
Gawsworth Gate is perfect to use alongside the 
Gawsworth Fence Panel (see page 21). This gate can 
be hung from either the left or right side. Timber is 
planed for a smooth finish and pressure treated ensuring 
protection against wood rot and decay.

  90cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)   GAWSGT

RE-ENGINEERED 
IMPROVED FINE 

SAWN FINISH

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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ELITE CHEVRON 
GATE
A premium gate featuring a superb 
chevron design. Crafted from top 
quality pressure treated, planed and 
grooved timber, it has a fully mortise 
and tenon jointed frame for ultimate 
durability and strength. 

  180cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)  

  ECHEVG6

ELITE ST. ESPRIT 
GATE 
This gate offers a simple, decorative 
deign ideal for use with the matching 
Elite St Esprit Fence Panel (see page 
17). The Esprit Gate is crafted from 
top quality pressure treated, planed 
and grooved timber. It also features a 
fully mortise and tenon jointed frame 
for ultimate durability.

  180cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)  

  ESMSQGT

ELITE ST. CARNE 
GATE
This gate features a subtle arch and 
horizontal slats that are planed 
and grooved for a decorative finish, 
perfect when used with the matching 
St Carne fencing (see page 17). It has 
a fully mortise and tenon jointed 
frame for strength and pressure 
treated for protection against 
outdoor elements. 

  180cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)  

  ESMDOMEGT

ELITE ST. LUNAIRS  
GATE
A premium gate featuring an arched 
chevron design that can be hung 
from either side. Use with the Elite 
St. Lunairs Fence Panels (page 18) to 
create a coordinated run of fencing. 
Crafted from top quality, pressure 
treated timber that is planed and 
grooved. The Lunairs Gate also 
features a fully mortise and tenon 
jointed frame for durability and 
strength. 

  180cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)  

  ELITEPLGT

FORTRESS TALL DRIVEWAY 
GATES
The tall double gates add extra security to your front 
garden. Pressure treated for protection and with 
rear structural bracing, this gate is constructed using 
mortise and tenon joints. 

  180cm (h) x 240cm (w) x 6.8cm (d)   FTDG13

  180cm (h) x 270cm (w) x 6.8cm (d)   FTDG16

  180cm (h) x 300cm (w) x 6.8cm (d)   FTDG19

FORTRESS DRIVEWAY GATES
The Fortress Gates offer a traditional style driveway 
gate made strong and secure by thick framing and 
rear bracing. Made by hand, each gate is pressure 
treated for protection from wood rot with mortise 
and tenon joints.

  90cm (h) x 240cm (w) x 6.8cm (d)   FDG13

  90cm (h) x 270cm (w) x 6.8cm (d)   FDG16

  90cm (h) x 300cm (w) x 6.8cm (d)   FDG19

IRONMONGERY SETS  
1. Single Gate Ironmongery Set   SIERON

2. Hook & Band Hinges and Ring Handle Kit   CHBGKIT

3. Hinge & Auto Latch Fittings Kit   THKIT

4. Reversible Hinge 30”   H30

4. Reversible Hinge 24”   H24

5. Gate Ring Latch 6”   GRL

6. Galvanised Handle   GRLG

7. Galvanised Cranked Hinge Left   LHINGE

8. Galvanised Cranked Hinge Right   RHINGE

9. Drop Bolt 18”   DB18

3
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ELITE ST. MELOIR 
GATE
The Elite St Meloir gate offers a 
simplistic yet decorative design of 
a domed edged and grooved trellis. 
Easily hung from either side, the 
gate features a fully mortise and 
tenon jointed frame which provides 
the ultimate security against high 
winds. The pressure treated timber 
provides protection for wood rot 
and longevity in use. Matching fence 
panel available (see Page 17).

  180cm (w) x 90cm (h) x 4.5cm (d)  

  ELTMLGT

  98.5cm (h) x 90cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)  

  ELTMLGT3

CONTEMPORARY  
GATE 
This heavy duty gate has been 
created to match the Contemporary 
garden range and provides the 
perfect finish to your Contemporary 
garden look. The integral metal 
framing, and planed and rounded 
slats make this gate our most 
substantial in the range. This gate 
looks fantastic used with the 
Contemporary panel and creates a 
seamless look around the garden.

*Hinges included

  180cm (h) x 100cm (w) x 4.5cm (d)  

  CONTGT

NEW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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Montford Range

M
ontford Tall Gate

Montford Tall Gate

The Montford range of gates, fencing and railings adds a classic touch to the exterior of your property with its arrow head 
design. All products in this range are galvanised and powder coated for improved corrosion resistance. Fixings are included 
and the fence and rail can be made to measure in varying widths.*
*contact your local stockist for a ‘made to measure’ quotation.

MONTFORD TOP FENCE
  181cm (w) x 93.5cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   MONTFEN

MONTFORD TOP RAIL
  181cm (w) x 48.5cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   MONTRAIL

MONTFORD SMALL GATE
  77cm (w) x 93.5cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   MONTGTSN

  81cm (w) x 93.5cm (h) *fits gap: 81cm – 93.5cm   MONTGTSW  

MONTFORD DOUBLE GATE
  97.5cm (w) x 93.5cm (h) *fits gap: 210cm – 218cm   MD10

  112.5cm (w) x 93.5cm (h) *fits gap: 240cm – 248cm   MD13  

  127.5cm (w) x 93.5cm (h) *fits gap: 270cm – 278cm   MD16

  142.45cm (w) x 93.5cm (h) *fits gap: 300cm – 308cm   MD19  

MONTFORD TALL GATE
  77cm (w) x 183.5cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   MONTGTTN

  81cm (w) x 183.5cm (h) *fits gap: 90cm – 94cm   MONTGTTW  

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Home delivery available
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W
enlock Ball Top

Wenlock Range
The Wenlock range of gates, fencing and railings features a modern and simplistic ball top design and is galvanised and powder 
coated for improved corrosion resistance. This range includes fixings and the fence and rail is available to order in varying widths 
to suit your posts or brickwork.*
*contact your local stockist for a ‘made to measure’ quotation.

WENLOCK BALL TOP FENCE
  181cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   WENFEN

WENLOCK BALL TOP RAIL
  181cm (w) x 45cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   WENRAIL

WENLOCK SMALL GATE
  77cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   WENGTSN

  81cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 90cm – 94cm   WENGTSW  

WENLOCK DOUBLE GATE
  97.5cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 210cm – 218cm   WD10

  112.5cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 240cm – 248cm   WD13  

  127.5cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 270cm – 278cm   WD16

  142.45cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 300cm – 308cm   WD19

WENLOCK TALL GATE
  77cm (w) x 180cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   WENGTTN

  81cm (w) x 180cm (h) *fits gap: 90cm – 94cm   WENGTTW

Wenlock Ball Top Fence 

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Home delivery available
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Ironbridge Range
Ironbridge Small Gate

IRONBRIDGE RAIL
  181cm (w) x 48cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   IRONRAIL

IRONBRIDGE SMALL GATE
  77cm (w) x 85cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   IRONGTSN

  81cm (w) x 85cm (h) *fits gap: 90cm – 94cm   IRONGTSW

IRONBRIDGE FENCE
  181cm (w) x 93cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   IRONFEN

IRONBRIDGE TALL GATE
  77cm (w) x 180cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   IRONGTTN

  81cm (w) x 180cm (h) *fits gap: 90cm – 94cm   IRONGTTW

The scroll top design of the Ironbridge Range will add a traditional feel to your garden. This range features a tall and small gate as 
well as a rail and fence, both of which can be made to measure. All products in this range include fixings and are galvanised and 
powder coated for improved corrosion resistance.*
*contact your local stockist for a ‘made to measure’ quotation.

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Home delivery available
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Ludlow Range
Ludlow Tall Gate 

The Ludlow range of gates, fencing and railings adds a traditional touch with its decorative swirl design, whilst providing a strong 
security barrier. Galvanised and powder coated for improved corrosion resistance. This range includes fixings and is available 
made to measure to suit your outdoor space.*
*contact your local stockist for a ‘made to measure’ quotation.

LUDLOW FENCE
  181cm (w) x 93cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   LF9

LUDLOW RAIL
  181cm (w) x 48.5cm (h) *fits gap: 183cm (posts not included)   LR9

LUDLOW SMALL GATE
  86cm (w) x 90cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   LUDGTSN

  84cm (w) x 93cm (h) *fits gap: 93cm – 97cm   LUDGTSW

LUDLOW DOUBLE GATE
  97.5cm (w) x 95cm (h) *fits gap: 210cm – 218cm   LD10

  112.5cm (w) x 95cm (h) *fits gap: 240cm – 248cm   LD13  

  127.5cm (w) x 95cm (h) *fits gap: 270cm – 278cm   LD16

  142.45cm (w) x 95cm (h) *fits gap: 300cm – 308cm   LD19

LUDLOW TALL GATE
  77cm (w) x 180cm (h) *fits gap: 86cm – 90cm   LUDGTTN

  81cm (w) x 184cm (h) *fits gap: 93cm – 97cm   LUDGTTW

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Home delivery available



c. METPOST CONCRETE-IN
For use in areas where a spike is impractical 
or simply as an alternative. Use with POSTFIX 
concrete to help support and erect fence panel 
posts. Available in Wedge Grip and System 2.

d. METPOST POST EXTENDER
Raises the height of an existing fence panel post to 
allow for the fitting of trellis.

e/f. METPOST BOLT DOWN
The wall anchor is ideal for installing posts onto an 
existing wall while the bolt down support is great 
for fixing posts (including Pergolas and Arches) 
on an existing concrete base. The Flush Fit version 
allows posts to be placed alongside a wall.
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Metpost

AC

D

E

F

B

Metpost

Galvanised Bolt Down

U Clips

Handle Set

POST SUPPORT & ACCESSORIES
Use this page to find which type of fencing accessory is best suited  
for your project.

a. METPOST SPIKE
For use in soil to help support and erect fence 
panels and structures. Available in a range of styles; 
Wedge Grip, System 2 and Plain Box as well as a 
range of sizes to suit your project.

b. METCLIPS
An easy way to secure trellis and fence panels to 
timber posts. 

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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Galvanised Post Supports

Repair Spur

Post Supports

PLAIN BOX
Suitable for easy post removal and replacement. 

  1. Plain box for 50mm posts   450mm spike   1104 

  2. Plain box for 50mm posts   450mm spike with extended box   1105

  1. Wedge grips for 75mm posts   600mm spike   1106G

  2. Wedge grip for 75mm posts   750mm spike   1107G

THE WEDGE GRIP
Ideal for fencing projects, the Wedge holds each 
post in a vice without the need for nails or screws. 

  1. Wedge grip for 75mm posts   600mm spike   1106 

  2. Wedge grip for 75mm posts   750mm spike   1107

  3. Wedge grip for 100mm posts   750mm spike   11032 

SYSTEM 2
System 2’s secure twin bolt mechanism is ideal for large 
projects such as pergolas and decking. 

  6. System 2 for 75mm posts   600mm spike   1006 

  7. System 2 for 75mm posts   750mm spike   1007

  8. System 2 for 100mm posts   750mm spike   10032

  5. Wedge grip for 75mm   78mm posts   1153 

  6. Wedge grip for 99mm   103mm posts   1154

WARNING
Please check underground  

services before using  
Metpost products

Post supports allow you to site posts on various types of ground, offering a sound solution when erecting fencing. The posts 
are available in a red or galvanised finish, or can be tailored to suit your project. 

Providing a corrosion and rust resistant barrier, ensuring a long lasting post support.

Repair a broken or rotten post which has previously been concreted into the ground.
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  3. Wedge H post box for 93mm posts   750mm spike   4200 

  4. Pergola anchor for 95mm posts   750mm spike   PA9545G

SYSTEM 2
Better suited to larger, heavier projects  

such a Pergolas. The Systems 2’s secure twin  
bolt mechanism allows for easy post installation  

and replacement. 

WEDGE GRIP
Great for fencing projects, the Wedge holds  

each post in a vice like grip without the need  
for nail and screws.

PLAN BOX
Ideal for when a lightweight  

solution is required. It allows for easy  
post removal and replacement.

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available
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BOLT DOWNS
Plan the position of your posts when laying concrete 
and bed in the concrete-in anchor before it sets.

  1. Plain Box for 50mm posts   1142

  2. Wedge Grip for 73mm-78mm posts   1140

  3. Wedge Grip for 99mm-103mm posts   1141

  4. System 2 for 73-78mm posts   1040

  5. System 2 for 99-103mm posts   1041

  6. H Post Wedge Grip for 93mm posts (Galvanised)   4210

  7. Bolt Down Anchor for 95mm posts (Galvanised)   BDAP95G

1 2

4

6

3

5

7

FLUSH FITTING BOLT DOWNS
Enables you to site a post against a wall. 

  8. Wedge Grip for 73-78mm posts   3111

  9. System 2 for 73mm-78mm posts   3110

  10. Wedge Grip for 99mm-103mm posts   4111

  11. System 2 for 99mm-103mm posts   4110

8

10

9
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WALL ANCHOR
A simple way to add height to a wall. 

  16. System 2 for 73mm-78mm posts   5110

16

CONCRETE-INS
Plan the position of your posts when laying concrete and bed 
in the Concrete-In anchor before it sets. 

  12. Wedge Grip for 73mm-78mm posts   1123

  13. Wedge Grip for 99mm-103mm posts   1124

  14. System 2 for 73mm-78mm posts   2123

  15. System 2 for 99mm-103mm posts   2124

15141312

POST EXTENDER
Raises the height of an existing post.

  Extender – 100mm x 180mm   1644

  Extender 75mm x 180mm   162

GRAVEL BOARD 
CLIPS & ARRIS RAIL 
BRACKETS

  Gravel Board Clip 25mm   1112

  Gravel Board Clip 50mm   1113

  Arris Rail Bracket 200mm   11131

DRIVE TOOLS
Facilitates driving post  
supports into the ground.

  for 75mm Box – 58mm x 180mm   332

  for 100mm Box – 78mm x 190mm   442

CARLTON CONCRETE
A 20kg bag of fast setting concrete 
made from sustainable materials and 
safe to use with concrete, wooden and 
metal posts. The concrete sets in 5-10 
minutes and can be stored indoors for 
up to 9 months.

POSTFIX

METPOST FIXING CLIPS
Use to fix panels, trellis or gravel boards to your posts 
- the Trellis Clip is designed specifically to fix trellis 
panels to posts.

  U-shaped trellis clip 32mm   1114

  U-shaped clip 41mm, 46mm, 52mm   1108, 1109, 1110

  L-shaped clip 50mm x 25mm x 25mm   1111

METPINS
  Log Roll Pin (Galvanised) 25 x 450mm   702

METPOST  
ACCESSORIES

  Anchor bolts – M8 x 65mm long in packs of 4  

  ANCBOLT

METPOST METAL POSTS
  Bolt down to suit rails – 50mm x 50mm x 50.4cm   BDPR

  Bolt down to suit rails – 50mm x 50mm x 95.2cm   BDPF

  Universal metal post – 50mm x 50mm x 137.5cm   UNIPOST

  Tall post to suit tall gates – 50mm x 50mm x 240cm   UNITPOSTT

LANDSCAPE 
CONNECTORS  
(SUITABLE FOR SLEEPERS)

  Straight Landscape Connector – 300mm x 30mm x 3mm   SCONNECT

  Angled Landscape Connector – 460mm x 30mm x 3mm   ANGLECON

SYSTEM 2
Better suited to larger, heavier projects  

such a Pergolas. The Systems 2’s secure twin  
bolt mechanism allows for easy post installation  

and replacement. 

WEDGE GRIP
Great for fencing projects, the Wedge holds  

each post in a vice like grip without the need  
for nail and screws.

PLAN BOX
Ideal for when a lightweight  

solution is required. It allows for easy  
post removal and replacement.

www.grangefen.co.uk
= Self-assembly required = Home delivery available = Pre-painted available



© Copyright 2015 Grange Fencing LTD. All rights reserved. In line with the company’s policy 
of continuous product development, the right is reserved to change and improve product 
design without prior notice. All dimensions quoted are approximate and subject to change.

All products and related emblems featured are trademarks of Grange Fencing Ltd.

Check out our new 
website for latest 
news, how to build 
guides, videos and 
much more !

For pricing and for more  
information please contact  
your local stockist.

For your local stockist please  
go to www.grangefen.co.uk

www.grangefen.co.uk


